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Professors Suspect M any Exams Stolen
By JOHN LUMB
Kaim in Reporter
The Dean o f Students' office re
vealed Wednesday that five stu
dents had been suspended from
the University fo r cheating. Three
.were involved with stolen tests
and two for cheating while taking
an examination.
The three involved with the
stolen tests v/ere all sophomores.
One is reported to have been run
ning an extensive black market for
several quarters.
Frank Abbott, academic vice
president o f MSU, said he knew
nothing about the stolen tests.
The first official report o f test
stealing was released March 19.
One o f the suspended students was
caught in the Math-Physics Build
ing at 2:30 a.m. on an unspecified
morning. Graduate student Curt
Strobeck found the student open
ing the window to the faculty rest
room. Apparently the window was
to be used by a friend in the fu
ture. The window is easy to climb
through. Faculty members often
use it when they forget their keys,
he said.
Unconfirmed Theft
Strobeck had been warned to

keep his eyes open, as had all the
faculty members, he said. The
warning was due to the uncon
firmed theft o f a test from the
office o f assistant professor of
mathematics David Arterburn the
previous week. Mr. Arterburn re
fused any comment on the matter.
The break-in was only one of
many reported that week. Chem
istry Professor Earl Lory and As
sistant Professor R. Keith Osterheld are sure someone entered the
Chemistry building, went to the
third floor and went through two
locked doors to get into Mr. Osterheld’s office where a locked file
cabinet was opened. The locks
were not forced, said the profes
sors, so the intruder must have
had keys.
No tests were in Mr. Osterheld’s
office, but later the chemistry de
partment had reports that the
freshman chemistry final was out.
They couldn’t confirm the reports,
but the day o f the final they made
out a new test to be certain.
Richard Sullivan, visiting his
tory professor, suspected his final
was out so he made a new test the
day o f the final. History Professor
Robert Turner had reports that his

tests for some time now. The peo
ple are not necessarily stealing
the tests, but are buying and using
them.
Information Offered
There are reports that some
tests have been offered for sale
for as much as $100. Also, a num
ber of people have volunteered
information to the investigating
committee.
Carling Malouf, professor of
anthropology, had reports o f one
o f his tests being stolen. He is cer
tain that it wasn’t. Mr. Malouf
said that he is sure there has been
a lot of test stealing for the past
two or three years and the ma
jority of the professors are just
becoming aware of it.
He showed the Kaimin a means
of entering his locked office that
he feels has been used in the past
and could be used almost any
where in the Liberal Arts build
ing.
Mr. Malouf said that the problem
could be partially solved if the
students would cooperate with the
faculty. B y not reporting cheating
the students are hurting their own
grades and helping the cheaters.
The grade school concept of

Western Civilizations test was be
ing circulated, but he is sure that
the rumors were false.
Gordon B r o w d e r , chairman
of the sociology, social welfare
and anthropology department, said
there were reports of tests taken
from his department, but none of
the reports were confirmed.
Reports of stolen tests from the
economics and microbiology de
partments are also unconfirmed.
Dean of Students Andrew Cogs
w ell refused comment other than
to say that five people had been
suspended and one of the suspen
sions is being appealed.
Committee Named
President Robert Johns has ap
pointed a faculty committee to re
view the appeal of the suspension.
The committee is headed by
Robert Sullivan, dean o f the law
school. Dean Sullivan is preparing
a report to be presented to the
president early next week.
Dean Sullivan said that the
events at the end o f the quarter
are a “ srfd commentary on the
honesty and responsibility o f stu
dents.”
He believes that a group o f stu
dents has been dealing in stolen

“ stool pigeon” must be done away
with, he said. If we go along in the
same manner, we will be training
“ better Bobby Bakers and Billie
Sol Esteses.”
He has sent a list of names of
suspected students to the Dean’s
office. He said the faculty should
make this a common practice and
that the Dean’s office should keep
a file on these people.
Mr. Malouf noted that cheaters
and test sellers seem to concentrate
on big classes where it is hard for
instructors to watch the whole
group and on crucial classes such
as law, math, chemistry and
physics.
Many professors believe that
their tests could have been obtain
ed by breaking into the Clerical
Service. Someone did break into
the Clerical Service Building the
last day of finals, but there were
no tests left in the building that
late in the week.
Robert Pantzer, financial vice
president o f MSU, said that one of
the big problems is the number o f
keys available to buildings. One
of the suspended students was re
ported to have keys to most o f the
buildings on campus.
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GF Tribune
May Be Sold
By KEITH NICHOLS
Kaimin Managing Editor
Reports that the Great Falls
Tribune will be sold to the Min
neapolis Star were neither con
firmed nor denied by Star Editor
John Cowles Jr. in a Kaimin tele
phone interview yesterday eve
ning. Publisher Joyce Swan was
unavailable fo r comment at press
time.
_
“ The purchase has not been
made,” Cowles said, but refused
comment on negotiations which are
reportedly in progress. “ I suggest
you call the publisher o f the
Tribune.”
Alexander
Warden,
Tribune
publisher, was not available for
comment. R. D. Warden, executive
editor, was also unavailable. Scott
Warden, advertising director, said
that he would not comment at the
present time.
| Tribune managing editor E. P.
Furlong said that the staff had not
been officially informed o f any
change. “ I don’t know if it’s been
sold or not,” he said. “ It’s subject
to the negotiations o f the owners
anyway, and not the news staff.”

KAIMIN
U Student May Solve
Huck Meets Tom Again
On Stage in Twain Yarn MUN Dues Dispute
AN INDEPENDENT DAILY NEWSPAPER

___

Opens Saturday at U Theater

Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry
Finn will once again paint the
fence, meet with Injun Joe in the
cave and float down the river on
a wooden raft to Jackson Island..
These adventures will take place
in the University Theater this
weekend when the drama depart
ment presents Samuel L. Clemens’
(Mark Twain) “The Adventures
o f Tom Sawyer.” Daniel Witt will
direct the Children’s Theater pro
duction which was adapted for the
stage b y Charlotte B. Chorpenning.
Sarah James designed the cos
tumes fo r the cast. Donald Thom
son is in charge of the sets and
lighting fo r the play.
Les Hankinson as Tom Sawyer
and Ted Ulmer as Huck Finn will
lead the cast through the adven
tures o f the play. Viki Garoutte as
Becky Thatcher, Sue Noreen as
Aunt Polly, Ken Hale as Sid Saw
yer and Michael Daley as Joe Har
per w ill add flavor and excitement
to the plot.
The remainder of the cast con
sists o f Jim Baker as M uff Porter,
A1 Holt as Injun Joe, Barry Bugal
as Dr. Rubinson, Glen M. Gauer as
Hooper, George Murray as the
Sheriff, Joe Ferrell as Judy
Thatcher, Bill Dobson as the Min

inister, and Kathy Davies as the
Minister’s wife.
Jeanne Belangie is the Widow
Douglas, Joan Campbell is Mrs.
Thatcher, Garlisle Stroud is Mrs.
Harper, John Curry is Mr. Har
per, Everett Collier is Bub Riverson and Peter Achuff, Gene Enrico,
David Howlett and Duane Quanbeck are the quartet.
The production staff for the play
are Kathy Davies w ho is the assist
ant to Mr. Witt, Ed Lasater is
stage manager, Ed Blackler and
Doug Manning, lighting, Greg Os
borne and Joe Ferrell on sound,
and Linda Bush and Jeanne Flachsenhar on properties.
Other members o f the produc
tion staff include Kathy Davies
and Ken Hale on makeup, Jeanne
Belangie on costumes, Joe Ferrell,
Raymon Bruce, Austin Gray,
Kathy Davies, Mary Jane Williams
and Joan Campbell as costume as
sistants, and Ed Lasater, Everett
Collier, Glenn Gauer, Jude Irvin
and Janet Lasater on scenery con
struction.
The three-act play will be pre
sented at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on
Saturday, and at 2 p.m. on Sun
day.

Paul W inter Jazz Sextet Plays Tom orrow
The Paul Winter Sextet, to per
form at the University Theater to
morrow night at 8:15, has been
called by critics one o f the most
important new jazz groups o f the
decade.
Tickets must be obtained from
the Lodge desk before the per
formance. Admission is free to
students with activity cards, $1.50
for the general public. The sextet
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is sponsored at MSU by the
ASMSU-Student Union Cultural
Committee.
Winter’s concept o f a concert
jazz ensemble has brought the sex
tet acclaim from audiences in 25
countries. Their debut album be
came an immediate best seller, and
the four Paul Winter Sextet al
bums released subsequently have
sustained the opinions o f many lis

IN D E X
• CHEATING AT MSU—a page one report on the scope of
cheating at this University.
• EDITOR ON VIET NAM—why we must “ get out” on page
two.
• ROD AND REEL—the latest on the “big ones,” page five.
• VOTING AGE DISPUTE—old enough to fight, old enough
to vote. See page nine.
• MIXED MARRIAGES MEAN PROBLEMS—page ten.
• BIRTH CONTROL AND THE POPULATION EXPLOSION
—pages eleven and twelve.

teners and critics that Winter is
leading one o f the most unusual
and interesting groups in modern
music today.
Winter has attracted attention
for his efforts on behalf of the cul
tural exchange program. In 1962,
the sextet made a six-m onth tour
of Latin America for the State De
partment, playing 160 concerts in
61 cities, and conducting seminars
in every major university. The en
thusiasm for the group proved the
great ability of jazz as a medium
in cultural exchange.
An official tribute to the success
o f the tour came from the late
President Kennedy when he in
vited the group to perform at the
White House. On Nov. 19, 1962, the
sextet became the first jazz group
ever to play in the White House.
The impression left by the tour
led Winter to devote a great deal •
of his time toward expanding the
use o f jazz in cultural exchange.
He wrote several magazine articles
on the subject and gave many talks
at schools and communities where
the sextet had played.

SPECIAL FOR THE KAIMIN
CLAREMONT, C alif.— A com
promise resoltion drafted^1 by an
MSU delegate to resolve the dis
pute surrounding Article 19 of
the United Nations Charter today
will have “ instant priority” on the
General Assembly floor of the Pa
cific Model UN.
The resolution, drafted by Mar
garet Reese representing Finland
and passed by the Assembly Com
mittee o f 21, calls for all members
to contribute to various UN agen
cies in lieu o f arrears in dues.
Article 19 denies the Assembly
vote to any member two years
behind in dues.
Stacy Swor, spokesman for the
MSU delegation, said rumors in
dicate the Soviet Union, behind
in dues, may walk out when the
resolution, said to be unacceptable
to the Soviets, hits the Assembly
floor. The Soviets have refused to
pay dues to the General Fund,
which was used for UN peace
keeping operations over Soviet ob
jections.
SwOr adtjed that Miss Reese
w ill address the Assembly in sup
port of her resolution.
In an unprecedented action, the
Assembly Political and Security
Committee voted yesterday to ac
cept the credentials o f Red Chi
nese representatives in place of
those from Nationalist China, only
for the move to be annulled by
Security Council activity.
An MUN rule prohibits Assem
bly committees to consider a topic
being discussed simultaneously by

the Security Council. The United
States and Nationalist China w ere
able to place the subject on the
day’s Couxicil agenda.
The Political and Security Com
mittee _chairman then ruled the
committee’s action invalid. A mo
tion to overrule the chairman
failed to receive the needed tw othirds support o f committee mem
bers and the measure was killed.

Profs Nix Oath
A letter, reportedly expressing
faculty opposition to the required
signing of a loyalty oath, was read
yesterday at the Faculty Senate
meeting according to one senate
member. The letter is to be sent
to the Montana Board of Regents.
The disapproval rises from the
fact that Montana’s oath is prac
tically identical to the oath re
quired in Washington which was
recently declared unconstitutional
by the Supreme Court.
Dr. Melvin Wren, Faculty Senate
president, was not available for
comment.

Summer Grads Must File
Seniors planning to graduate at
the end of summer quarter must
file fo r degrees today. Anyone
planning to graduate at the end
of fall quarter o f 1965 but not
attending summer school, must
also file today.
Forms are available in the Ad
missions and Graduations Office.

H ook Chooses Not to Run
Prof. Walter Hook is one o f 11
faculty members nominated for
a place in the Faculty Senate. He
has been a member and does not
want to serve again.
Mr. Hook sent the following
form to faculty members o f the
professional schools:
1. Walter Hook was responsible
for the voting fiasco that took
place when Mel Wren and Les
Fiedler were candidates for chair
man o f the Faculty Senate. Hook
was drawing pictures.
2. Walter Hook seldom attends
the regular Faculty Senate meet
ings. Hook is usually at home
drawing “ dirty” pictures.
3. Walter Hook has been a mem
ber of the current Curriculum
Committee. Hook usually draws
slanderous pictures of the mem
bers o f the committee whenever

he happens -to attend.
4. Walter Hook was a flop as a
chairman. He forgot to attend de
partmental meetings which he
called himself because he was
usually at home drawing naked
women.
5. Walter Hook doesn’t even look
like a senator. He seldom gets a
haircut, wears sneakers, and still
wears the original coat he owned
when he was married.
6. Walter Hook doesn’t even own
a briefcase.' A ll he carries around
is a green tool b ox big enough for
a fifth, a beer can opener, a sponge
and a small trowel.
PLEASE VOTE WISELY— DO
NOT VOTE FOR W ALTER HOOK
Paid for and distributed by
“ Hook for Nothing Club,” Walter
Hook, chairman, secretary and
treasurer.

Carload Sale!!
2-Drawer Steel

LETTER FILE

$25.00
It’s A Great

Buy

Many other varieties in
files, desks, chairs.
While They Last!

DELANEYS
125 East Front

Viet Nam Policy Doctrinaire

MONTANA KAIMIN

President Johnson’s recently re-iterated willingness to “ sit
" Expressing 67 Years of Editorial Freedom"
down” with the Communists in an attempt to negotiate an
The name Kaimin is derived from the original Salish Indian word
end to the war in Viet Nam neither signals a new direction
and means “something written” or “a message”
to the events in that part of the world, nor gives substantial Published every Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of the school year
by the Associated Students of Montana State University. The School of Journalism
hope to those who wish the United States had never involved utilizes the Kaimin for practice courses, but assumes no responsibility and exer
cises no control over policy or content. ASMSU publications are responsible to
Board, a committee of Central Board. Represented for national
itself in what is proving to be an untenable and monstrously Publications
advertising by National Advertising Service, New York, Chicago, Boston, Los
Angeles, San Francisco. Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana
damaging stance.
Subscription rate, $5 per year.
The President and his advisers may be “ unconditionally”
ready to discuss peace, but the conditions upon which they
will grant peace and authorize withdrawal of military forces
from territory in which they have never been anything but
aliens and intruders fighting to “ protect” a people from an
Policy on Letters to the Editor
ideology that, ironically, best suits the time and the place,
Letters to the editor should generally be no longer than 4 00 words, pref
preclude any reasonable settlement. Those not blinded by erably typed and triple spaced, w ith the writer's full name, major, address
national zeal recognize the United States’ presence in Viet Nam and phone number listed. They should be brought to the Kaimin office in
for what it is—an outrage—and credit the Hanoi and Chinese Room 2 06 of the Journalism Building by 2 p.m. the day before publication
People’s Republic governments and the South Vietnamese or mailed to the editor in care of the Kaimin.
Liberation Front with an amazing measure of patience and
Letters must be w ithin the limits of libel and obscenity and should
forbearance. Imagine United States reaction to official Chinese amount to more than a series of name calling. The editor reserves the right
military force in the Western hemisphere.
to edit or reject any letter.
One of the conditions of settlement demanded by the John
son administration is an “ independent” South Viet Nam. In
light of the official policy on ideological containment, we can
Get Your Sound Tracks O f
equate administration use of “ independent” with “ non-com
munist.” This is unfortunate, doctrinaire and completely un
Academ y Award Winners
realistic.
But beyond the intellectual and moral objections that one
Mary
Poppins and M y Fair Lady
might posit there are several “ practical” aspects that should
be considered:
• Strategically, the United States is at a tremendous dis
advantage among a people whose social, folk and economic ties
will always, by physical necessity, associate that people with
In The Hammond Arcade
the Communist monolith to the North.
• The threat that China poses for the United States will
be minimized only when that nation attains economic stability.
• The Chinese Communists are not the paper tiger many
think. We need only recall the Korean bloodbath to hope that
the Johnson administration will not involve the United States
the
in another immoral and cruel war. Southeast Asia requires
the strong dominion of China, China needs the wealth, seacoast and economic growth that Southeast Asia assures and
the West needs to wait, for better or worse, for the slow but
sure “development” of Asian countries into acquisitive, capi
talistic nations to rival God’s own United States of America.
—rorvik

M URPHY
JEWELERS
Holiday Village
Open Friday Evenings

JER EYE’S MUSIC

Kaynar

In Concert

PAU L W IN T E R

JAZZ SEXTET

Newly Remodeled

LLOYD’S SHOE REPAIR
521 S. Higgins

Spark Up Your Shoes For

Easter
^

Have Lloyd Restyle and Replace Y our Heels
Do-It-Yourself Dying Kits in 256 Colors

8:15 p.m. University Theater, Sat., April
Free to all University Students with Activity Tickets
(Students must obtain tickets at Lodge desk before performance)

LLOYD’S SHOE REPAIR
I — MONTANA KAIMIN

irk
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Adults $ 1 .50 — Tickets on Sale at Lodge Desk

Weekend AOPi Installation
W ill Make Sorority O fficial
Alpha Omicron Pi w ill install
Beta Rho as its . 77th collegiate
chapter Saturday, on the MSU
campus.
Initiation o f members and in
stallation o f the chapter w ill be
conducted by International Pres.
Mrs. Mahlon-Leichtamer who will
come from Milwaukee for the
ceremonies. Mrs. Grant Larned, in
ternational first vice president,
Sandra Miller, president o f the
chapter at Montana State College
and five other chapter officers
from Bozeman w ill assist.
The following girls w ill be ini
tiated as collegiate members o f the
new chapter: Cindy Jones and
Lynn Stetler, Missoula; Mary Jo
Martinson, Bismarck, N. D.; Mar
garet Arhuckle, Ablion; Susan
Carlson, Kalispell; Barbara Mad
dux, Whitefish; Suzie Redmon and
Heidi Clark, Billings; Maureen

CHILDREN’S
TH EATER
MSU Drama Department
presents
THE ADVENTURES OF

TOM SAWYER
by Mark Twain
Dramatized by
Charlette B. Chorpenning

University Theater
April 10, 11, 1965
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturday
2 p.m. Sunday

G
OLDENHORN
2023 SO. HIGGINS

2

T op. Adult
Comedy Hits

LUSTY BAWDY
HUMOR!

Jacobs, Baker; Helen Starina, Har
din; Carol Jean Taylor, Hysham;
Linda Luoma, Roberts; Mary Ann
Peterson, Laurel; Kathleen Cheek
and Linda Hanson, Anaconda; Jan
Lord, Philipsburg; Patsy Gill,
Gloria Miller and Linda Lee John
son, Great Falls; Gloria Jean Jew 
ell, Lewistown; Lynn Hough,
Kevin; Ruth Silvius, Fort Benton;
Alice Fussell, Havre; Judy Rudin
and Charlene Goldhahn, Geraldine;
and Vangie Stenslie, Winifred.
Mrs. Edward B. Dugan, Missoula,
will be initiated as an honorary
alumnae member.
Five girls will be formally
pledged to the chapter. These girls
are Yvonne Miniati, Helena; Bar
bara Towell, Butte; Christine
Amsberry, Spokane; Sharon Lister,
Lolo; and Donna Davies, Missoula.
Most o f the members of the new
sorority are now living on the
first floor in the west wing of
Knowles Hall. This arrangement
will continue at least through fall
quarter o f next year.

ASMSU Election
April 14— Applications due from
candidates. Lodge desk.
April 15—Meeting of all candi
dates.
April 19— Speeches by candi
dates to various living groups.
April 22— Primary elections.
April 27 — C a n d i d a t e s for
ASMSU president debate at public
meeting.
April 29—General elections.
May 2— Installation dinner.

Typewriter Repair
Shaver Repair
Photocopying
Wes Stranahan's

Missoula
Typewriter Co.

Even The
Easter Bunny
Is Shopping
at

ADACANISH
LTD.

531 S. Higgins Phone 2-2022

Save Time And Money By Renting
Those Occasional Items
Power Lawn Rake • Roto Tillers • Seeders • Boats
Rafts • Projectors • Beds • Cribs • Refrigerators
WE RENT MOST EVERYTHING

Phone 9-8051

A to Z

1007 W. Kent

Are You?
Corner Arthur and Daly
(Basement of Chimney Corner)

‘Centrex’ Aids
Phone System
Improved telephone service for
the University is scheduled to be
gin winter quarter.
With the present system there
are 652 telephones on the campus.
Sixty-six o f these phones are
shared by 2,000 students and there
are only 20 outside lines to serve
the entire University.
- During rush periods it is almost
impossible to call on or o ff campus.
The Board o f Regents, students and
parents are dissatisfied with the
present system and regard it as in
adequate, Robert T. Pantzer, finan
cial vice president, said.
Centrex Service, the new system
designed especially for the Univer
sity by the Mountain States Tele
phone and Telegraph Company,
will permit calls to be made on
or o ff campus without going
through the switchboard. It will
provide up to 2,200 phones and 154
outside lines. The equipment will
provide for the operation of 4,000
phones expected to be in use on
the campus during the next ten
years.

ANNIE
GIRARDOT
MARIE
BELL

Play Out

Bonne

FRANCHOT
TONE

l

a

Soupe

Your Blues

O R THE AMOROUS
ADVENTURES
OF MARIE-PAULE

“ OH DOCTOR,
PLEASE
FEEL
MY
PULSEV*

with a luxurious

Basinstreet
Burger

SOPHIA LOREN

with

PETER SELLERS

crisp lettuce leaves,

The

sliced fresh tomato,
pickles, and our

Millionairess

home made “Rebel”
dressing.

AlASTAIR SIM •DENNIS PRICE
GARY RAYMOND •VTTTOWO DC SICA

STARTS SUNDAY
T H E F I R S T PICTURE IN

C in e m a s c o p e
T he
BURTON

R obe
SIMMONS-

MATURE
RENNIE

Post
Lamp
Highway 10 Watt, across from
tho Mountain VIow Driva-ln
Theater on tha "Mirada Mila."

Nothing
can take the press out of Lee-Prest slacks
Not that it's on his mind right now. And it needn't be. Those LeePrest Leesures can't help but stay crisp and neat. No matter what you
put them through. They have a new permanent press. So the crease stays
in. The wrinkles stay out. Permanently. And that's without ironing. No
touch-ups, either. They're made from Lee's special blend of 50% polyester
and 50% combed cotton. For wash and wear., .with conviction.
Incidentally, that permanent press is the only change we've made
in Leesures. They still have that lean, honest look... smart, tailored fit.
New Lee-Prest Leesures. Test their permanent press yourself. It isn't
necessary, but it's a great way to spend an evening. From $5.98 to $7.98.

Lee-PResT LeesuresH. D. Lee Co„ Inc.. KansasCity41. Mo.
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Professor Flown to Mayo Hospital

CALLING U
TODAY
Montana Forum, 12 noon, Terri
torial Rooms.
SATURDAY
Paul Winter Jazz Sextet, Uni
versity Theater, 8 p.m.
“Tom Sawyer,” University Thea
ter, 10 a.m.
AWS, 10:30 a.m. AW S office, na
tional delegates, committee chair
man and officers attend.
SUNDAY
Rev. John Davis, “The Rele
vancy of Christ,” 5 p.m., Wesley
House.
Student Union movie, “Pepe,”
7:30 p.m., University Theater, 25
cents.

“ Tom Sawyer,” University Thea
ter, 2:30 p.m.
AWS,
Rooms.

Mo n d a y "
4:15 p.m., Territorial

TUESDAY
Planning Board, 6:30 p.m., Con
ference Room 2, discussion on
structure o f centralized outside en
tertainment committee. Also, brief
revision o f constitutional amend
ment.
Special Events, 6:30 p.m., Com
mittee Room 2.
Cosmopolitan Club, 7:30 p.m.,
Congregational Church.
Applications for Sentinel associ
ate editors due at Lodge desk.

THEHENNHAUSE
BEAUTYSALON
JIM G O EK ES
B O B B IE R E IN D L
BOB GOODM AN
736 S. Higgins

Ph. 543-8051

CONCERNING U
• The Counterguerrilla Force of
the Army ROTC will be discussed
at 6 p.m. Monday on “ Your Com
munity Speaks,” a program on
KGVO television.
Capt. William Dankers, assistant
professor of military science and
adviser to the Counterguerrilla
Force, and Cadet John Thompson,
commander o f the unit, will speak
during the program.
• The Beta and Eta chapters of
Alpha Delta Kappa, honorary so
rority for women teachers, will
sponsor a tea for all senior women
preparing for teaching April 10 be
tween 3 and 4 p.m. in the Parish
Hall of the Episcopal Church.
• The Newman Club will spon
sor a talk by W. J. MacDonald,
Sunday, at 11 a.m. in the Territo
rial Rooms of the Lodge. Mr. Mac
Donald will speak on his tour of
duty aboard the U.S. medical ship
HOPE.
• Donald G. Smith, Missoula,
has been granted a graduate assistantship in the Department of
Geography for the academic year
1965-66. This is the first assistantship to be awarded in this de
partment.

John Moore, professor o f English
who was hospitalized on March 8,
has been transferred to the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn., for fur
ther observation and treatment.
He was making a satisfactory
recovery in St. Patrick Hospital
following an illness, but suffered
a relapse earlier this week. He was
flow n to Minnesota in a special
ambulance plane financed through

contributions of the faculty and
other friends.

Weekend Weather
Temperatures for the weekend
will average a high of 54 degrees
and a low of 30 degrees. Frequent
showers and possible snow can be
expected.

For Those Spring
Snacks & Treats
Shop At
Worden’s Market
434 N. Higgins

549-9824

Open ’til Midnight

Lutheran Student Association
SUNDAY EVENING SERIES
at the

Lutheran Center
KUFM
Schedule
7:00
7:15
8:00
8:30
10:00
10:55
11:00
11:10
6:59
7:00
7:l5
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
10:55
11:00
11:10
6:59
7:00
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:55
11:00
11:10
6 :59
7:00
7:15
7:30
8 :00
10:00
10:55
11:00
11:10

h.i.s

6:59
7:00
7:l5
7:30
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:55
11:00
11:00

MONDAY
News at Seven
Contemporary Music
BBC Report
Monday Concert
KUFM Montage of Music
KUFM Special Report
News Final and Sign Off
Sign Off
TUESDAY
Program Schedule
News at Seven
European Review
Georgetown Forum
Songs of France
University Reporter
Tuesday Opera
Grizzly Sports Round-up
News Final
Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
Program Schedule
News at Seven
Anatomy of a Satellite
Aspects of Canada
University Concert Hall
Pacem in Terris
Special of the Week
Orpheus Legend
KUMF Montage of Music
KUFM Special Report
News Final
Sign Off
THURSDAY
Program Schedule
News at Seven
World of Paperbacks
Gateway to Ideas
Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra
KUFM Montage of Music
KUFM Special Report
News Final
Sign Off
FRIDAY
Program Schedule
News at Seven
Jazz From Canada
American Radio Journal
Pacem in Terris
The Goon Show
France Applauds
KUFM Montage of Music
KUFM Special Report
News Final
Sign Off

C O U N T JA C K E T

532 University Avenue
The Rev. Canon Bryan Green

“A Basis For Sex Morality’
Filmstrips And Discussion

— Introduction and Bibliography
— Love, Friendship and Marriage
— The Nature o f Sex
— Man-Woman Relationships
— Pre-Marital Relationships
— Rationalizing Sex Behavior
— Guidelines for Sex Behavior
— Face to Face
A weekly series of discussions centered on the need to
emerge from the bewildering chaos of conflicting atti
tudes regarding sex and self-identity.

Every Sunday Evening— Supper at 5 :3 0

the
pointed-toe casual
with
fabulous fit!
our new

REDS*

sports car set
laminate jacket

It takes Keds to make a fashion point—
and to make the shoe feel as good as it looks!
Come, prove it to yourself. T ry our
pointed-toe Keds in crisp, new fabrics and
vibrant, new colors—all with those hidden
features that make “ Keds” the word for
“ comfort.” A ll in N & M widths.

1695
Great Spring topping . . . HIS iridescent
laminated knit jacket with heeksuede trim
and rayon lining. Slim continental styling
in Olive Gold or Tan Bronze, sizes 36 to
44, 16.95. From our new Spring jacket
collection . . . see them soon.

65-K-9
POINTED TOE
CHAMPION

MEN’S SHOP . . . street floor

P OIN TED -TOf
CHAM PION*

In classic canvas
34.99

The Mercantile
CHARGE IT!

Zip Beverage
Company
938 Phillips
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DIXON and HOON
133 N. Higgins

543-4486

ROD and REEL

By G A R Y L A FONTAINE
It's 1965 and some excellent fish
A few people know this already.
ing is here for those who want it. You can see them every day near
Many anglers are waiting fo r the the Higgins Ave. Bridge. Now that
May 23 opening o f trout fishing the river is murky, they fish
mostly with live bait. They let
and ignoring an early season fish
their nightcrawlers, maggots or
ing carnival as a result. This early
sport is now ripe in three places, hellgramites wash downstream,
bouncing in and out o f productive
the Clark Fork River, the Clear
pockets.
water lakes and Ninepipes ReserWhen the water is clear, Dare
Fishing in the Clark Fork has devils becom e the most popular
heen underrated for the past five fish catcher. Last year a 16years. This powerful river has pounder was taken from this river
been nearly purged o f the fish- that flows a half-mile from the
killing polution that once ruined it campus, so don’t pass it up.
and is beginning to come into its
A little farther afield, rainbows
and kokanee are being caught in
To emphasize the point, well the Clearwater string o f lakes.
known writers have been singing These beautiful waters, especially
Seeley, Placid and Salmon, are
its praises in national fishing jour
nals. In one o f these, the writer producing consistently. Fishing
says that in five years the Clark with nightcrawlers is the main
Fork will be one o f the top brown method still used, but trolling with
spoons is also possible.
trout streams in the country.
The third early season hotspot
for bass is Ninepipes.
This area provides fabulous
fishing every spring for the few
people who know about it. Black
pork rind is almost exclusively
used. This spot will be discussed
extensively in a later column.
So unpack your equipment and
if you haven’t already, buy your
license. Spring is here and so is
the fishing season.

Start thinking
about insurance
now.
The longer
you wait,
the higher
the rate!

Today's smart college student
begins his program of life In
surance now when rates are
lower for him than they'll ever
be. I have specialized in the
problems of students for New
York Life. Let me discuss with
you the opportunities we offer.

J. Lyle Denniston
SPECIAL AG EN T

NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Phone 549-2648
Western Bank Building
Missoula, Montana

PDT Captures
114-77 Victory
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity rolled
to a 114-77 w in over Alpha Tau
Omega in a basketball game at
the Men’s Gym yesterday.
The game was played to deter
mine the IFC Big-Small House
championship.
The ATO ’s entered the game
with a 23-point lead, by virtue of
IFC rules for the contest.
Leading scorers for PDT were
Tom Sullivan with 34, and Roger
Clemens and Bob Benzley, each
with 19.
Tom Bechtold hit 21 points and
Bruce Johnson 12 to pace ATO.
The Phi Delts held quarter leads
o f 30-26, 55-44, and 70-63 before
scoring 44 in the fourth period.

Gillespie Joins
Bobcat’s Lair
GREAT FALLS (A P ) — Jack
Gillespie, 6-foot-9 Great Falls cen
ter w ho powered the Bisons to the
state Class A basketball cham
pionship, has accepted an athletic
scholarship at Montana State Col
lege, Bobcat Coach Roger Craft
said Thursday night.
Craft said Gillespie signed an ap
plication for financial aid and
housing.

Grizzlies Start Spring Football Monday;
Seventy-Four Hopefuls Draw Equipment
The pop o f pads will once again
be heard on Dom blaser Field as
the Grizzlies begin spring practice
Monday at 3:30 p jn .
According to NCAA rules, 20
practices can be held over a 36
day period, and Head Football
Coach Hugh Davidson plans on
finishing it up in four weeks.
The Tips w ill hold a scrimmage
game every weekend. There will
be a scrimmage next weekend, and
the following weekend, May 1, the
Grizzlies w ill play an exhibition
intra-squad game in Kalispell. "

Two Vaulters
Provide Punch
By JERRY DOMAGALA
Kaimin Sports Reporter
The Grizzly track team this year
definitely has the best pole vault
ing combination in the history of
Montana State University.
Dennis Stempel and Lynn Put
nam are the two men to watch at
the end o f the pole this season.
Stempel, a junior transfer from
Columbia Basin Junior College in
Washington, is the new pole vaulter everyone is watching. He at
tended high school in Spokane and
holds the high school pole vault
record there.
Last year when the United States
Track and Field Federation met in
Corvallis, Ore. in June, Stempel
was ranked fourth among the top
vaulters in the nation.
Stempel has cleared 14 feet IVz
inches in a regulation meet, has
gone 14 feet 6 inches in the MSU
Field House and has vaulted 15 feet
2 inches in practice elsewhere.
The Tips are having time trials
Saturday on Domblaser Field, but
Stempel will not be working out
due to a sprained ankle he received
in practice Tuesday night.
Putnam broke a glass pole Tues
day, but should be in good condi
tion for the next meet April 17.
Stempel says that he should be
ready for the trackmeet against
the Weber State Wildcats, but that
he probably won’t be able to work
out normally for about a week.
Both Stempel and Putnam are
juniors and have another full year
of eligibility remaining.

Step Into The
Easter Parade
With A Smart
Suit

On May 8 the Grizzlies w ill
travel to Great Falls for another
exhibition game.
Davidson said that the purpose
o f these games is good public rela
tions. He added that a coaching
clinic w ill be held in each town
fo r the area coaches.
There are 74 men that have been
issued equipment for spring drills
so far. “ A t the end o f next week
the number w ill be cut b y the
usual drops,” Davidson said.
The Grizzlies have six new jun
ior college transfers that will be
out fo r spring ball and w ill be

eligible next fall.
The six transfers are Wayne
Becker, tackle, Chula Vista, Calif.;
Tony Costello, guard, Chula Vista;
Van Fontno, back, Los Angeles;
Walt Miller, tackle, Walnut Creek,
Calif.; Mike Smith, guard, Olym
pia, Wash., and Joe Fiala, end,
Visalia, Calif.
A ll six players with the excep
tion of Miller w ill be juniors next
fall. Miller will be a sophomore.
A different offense w ill be
worked on this spring. Coach Dav
idson calls it a “ split back offense,”
and expects to use it next fall.

TO P OFF YO U R D ATE
W IT H A CHINESE PLATE
This W eek Sit Down T o A
Chinese Style Meatless Dinner

M IN Q ’ S
Where Spring Quarter Banquets Are A Specialty
Comer 93 South and West Central

HEN RY’S DRIVE-IN
Featuring
Q U A L IT Y FOOD
A T SENSIBLE PRICES

“ LENTEN SPECIALS”
— Seafood Fishwich S an dw ich_________ ___________i_____ 2 9c
Tuna S an dw ich______________________________ 29c
Shrimp B u r g e r _____1______■______________ _.___35c
Shrimp D in n e r ___________________ ■

_____8 9c

— Other Menu Items —
Ham S an d w ich ______ .«_____ ___ _______ ______ 35c
Turkey Sandwich .....________________________ 35c

PUT A CARDINAL IN
YOUR TANK!

Bacon-L-T Sandw ich______^ _________ _______4 9c
Regular B u rg e r___ ___________________]_______ 15c
Double Burger ______________________________ 29c

Cardinal W on’ t D o Anything F or Your Tank

Deluxe B u rg er_____ ...__ ■________________ ;______ 2 9c

But It Will Insure Miles o f Money-Saving

W h o p p e r___^ _____________ ;_______ __________ 59c

Driving With a Powerful, High Quality Fuel

Sloppy Joes _ L ___ _ ________________________ 2 5c
Tacos yV-* ___________________

29c

Chicken D in n er___________ _.4__________ _____ 89c
•
•

Double Cardinal Stamps Tuesdays and Fridays
Saves You 3c Per Gallon At The Redeemable Value
24-HOUR SERVICE

Onion R in g s __________________________~ _____29e
W ool Knits
Cottons
Pure Silks

Stop A t H enry’s For That Spring

Treat Yourself To
Savings and Your
Car to Quality at the
Sign o f the Big Bird

93 STRIP

Fries 12# - Vz-lb. 30# - 1 lb. 60#

W eekend Snack
515 UN IVERSITY

On The 93 Strip
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Sidewalk Surfing Craze Hits M SU Campus
and is usually done only by the
veterans of the sport.
In California, sidewalk surfing
has become as popular as riding
bicycles, according to Gary M eggelin, MSU senior and four year
veteran of the California concrete.
Popularity is greatest among the
junior high set, but the true ad
dicts maintain their enthusiasm
throughout their college careers.
New Language
A new language with terms such
as “ wipe out,” “ bombs,” “ pearl
ing” and “ hanging ten” has been
heard around the campus side
walks. Possibly long bleached hair
will also become popular. Suntans,
however, are going to be a little
difficult to acquire.
There is college proficiency,
however, at the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley, where between
riots, students ride their boards
down the many sloping sidewalks
to classes.
Like all sports, sidewalk surfing
has its problems. Women, for in
stance, aren’t even waiting for
men to establish the sport. They
are whisking about the sidewalks
driving careful surfers into the
grass and mud.
Children Annoying
Children, as usual, are annoying.
Just when you begin to become
proficient and can execute basic
In 1826, Henry Clay and Sen.
movements, some little girl flies
past you doing an intricate ma
John Randolph of Virginia fought
a duel arising from a debate in' neuver which nears impossibility.
This really smashes the old ego.
Congress; neither was hurt and
Future developments in this
they later became friends.

down this slope the surfer must
make two consecutive curves be
fore shooting the hill past the
Women’s Center and on down the
sloping sidewalk adjacent to the
Field House.
The glass telephone booth at the
bottom o f this run is destined to
suffer when amateur skate board
ers surf out o f control and “ wipe
out’ ’ into it. O ff campus surfing
offers exciting slopes, too, such as
the Madison Street Bridge side
walks.
Not Hard to Use
Skateboards aren’t hard to use.
Any six-year-old can learn to use
one. College students, however, do
not fall as softly as six-year-olds.
Consequently, one soon loses his
enthusiasm after his first “ wipe
out” on concrete.
To ride a skateboard, the rider
places one foot on the board and
pushes o ff with the other. Now the
problem o f staying on begins—
that is, if you haven’t already
fallen off. Turning is accomplished
b y leaning or shifting weight to
one side o f the board.
Advanced surfers can do every
thing from sitting down on a m ov
ing board to doing head stands on
one. The latter of these stunts
should not be tried by beginners

By JOHN T. EDWARDS
Kalinin Sports Reporter
Land locked MSU students have
discovered a new sport which
closely resembles surfing. This
new craze is sidewalk surfboard
ing.
Sidewalk surfing has recently
made its way to Montana from
California where it has been a
local custom for four years. Grade
school children brought their new
sidewalk surfboards to the campus
sidewalks where curious students
had to try this toy they didn’t have
when they were children. .
Sidewalk surfboards, also called
skateboards, are made o f two sets
o f roller skate wheels mounted on
an 18 to 36 inch board. Many
boards are homemade but most o f
those used by MSU students have
been purchased in sporting goods
stores or department stores. Craig
Hall has advanced the sport on
campus considerably b y buying
two boards that can be checked
out from their athletic supply.
Surfing Paradise
MSU, with its maze o f sidewalks,
is a paradise for the sport. Side
walks adjacent to the Chemistry
Building and sidewalks near the
Business Administration Building
provide hair-raising thrills, es
pecially if a surfer fails to make
the turn at the end o f a hill and
crashes into a parked car.
The longest run on campus starts
at the Library and runs toward
the tennis courts where a right
angle curve aims the surfer toward
the Field House. While tearing

sport may include a slalom meet
to determine the MSU champion.
Girls would be smart to acquire a
board for Saturday afternoon surf
dates at the Madison Street bridge.
Intramural and eventually varsity
sidewalk surfing may come into
existence at MSU including “roll
offs” against surfing names such
as UCLA and San Diego State.

If You Won’t
Be Home For
Easter . . .

If You Come T o Us
Every Day For 7 Weeks
And A Day
You Could Walk Away
Each Time With A
DIFFERENT SHAKE
— 50 Different Flavors A t—

Send Flowers
FROM

Garden City Floral

TASTEE FREEZ
93 Strip by Tremper’s

119 N. Higgins — 543-6628

SW EAT CLOTHING
Colored Pants and Shirt

—

Holiday

$5 A Set

Village

CLASSIFIED ADS
first insertion------- 20c
Each consecutive insertion___ 10c
(No change of copy in consecutive

Are you afflicted with the pain
and inconvenience associated
with pedestrian travel?

Deadlines: Noon the day preceding
publication.
If errors are made in advertisement.
Immediate notice must be given the
publishers, since we are responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.

Phone 543-7241, Ext. 219, or 9-7200
1. LOST AND FOUND
FOUND ON DRIVEWAY behind Music
Building, a chased gold wedding band.
Inscription: MTY LTT 9-14-63. Owner
may claim at room 109 Law.
79-4c
REWARD! MAN’S GOLD RING with
large white stone. Lost March 17 near
LA 336. Phone 543-3561.
78-5c

3. PERSONAL
NEED A REFUND to refund your re
fund to Uncle by April 15? Faculty and
staff with aversions to cell block clank
see MSU Federal Credit Union early.
Avoid the rush. Ext. 406.
61-tfc

4. IRONING
IRONING #6 YELLOWSTONE. 5438428._____________________________ 79-tfc
IRONING WELL DONE. 90c an hour.
Phone 9-4510.____________________56-tfc

6. TYPING
TYPING FINEST QUALITY. MSU bus
iness graduate. Electric typewriter.
Phone 543-4894.__________________77-tfc
TYPING. FAST, Electric. 3-7944. 39-tfc
TYPING: FAST, accurate. 9-5236. 6-tfc
TYPING. EXPERIENCED. Call 9-7282.
______________
53-tfc

8. HELP WANTED
FULL TIME SECRETARIAL POSITION
on campus, available Immediately. Typ
ing, shorthand required. References.
Call ext. 600._______
82-tfc
PART TIME WORK FOR MALE stu
dent with car. CaU ext. 266 between the
hours of 10 and 11 a.m.
79-4c

18. MISCELLANEOUS
NEEDED: STUDENT to share apartment with two others. 3-8464. 616 E.
Sussex. $27.______________________8l-2c
STUDIO GIRL COSMETICS for all the
family. Dee Price, 9-3663. 1436 Cooper
afternoons.
80-4c
CAROL’S IN AND OUT. CHICKEN to
go $1. Open until 4 aan. On Strand
Avenue by the Elbow Room. Phone
9-9700.___________________________ 80-tfc
GIRLS, are you interested in buying
AVON? Please call 9-8879 or 3-5836.
__________________________________ 80-4c

21. FOR SALE
'60 VOLKSWAGEN. Inquire 720 Byron
or call 9-1285. Good condition. Tires
Included._________________________ 80-3c
1954 FORD HARDTOP. V-8, overdrive.
New interior, paint job. Reconditioned
motor. Call Tom Demmons 542-2726.
79-4c
FOR SALE: READY to finish furniture.
Best prices in town, compare and see.
Specials each week. Contact John Felde
549-4260.__________________________77-8C
DESKS—Chests of Drawers—Tables—
Bunk Beds—RoUaway Bed—Davenports
—Refrigerators — Ranges — Washers —
Dryers—Vacuum Cleaners. For new
and used furniture and appliances see
MATELICH TRAILER SALES. Highway 10 West. Phone 543-3044. 65-tfc

22. FOR RENT
SINGLE ROOM. TWO BLOCKS from
University. $30. 434 E. Beckwith. See
after 5:30 pan.
"________
81-lc

27. BICYCLES

G e t b le s s e d r e l i e f w ith
a V a lu e -R a te d U s e d C a r
a t y o u r O ld s m o b ile D e a le r ’s!
• Best buys of all are under the Value-Rated Used Car
sign • Many late-model, like-new trades • Many still under
new-car guarantee • All sizes, all makes, all body styles

All at easy-to-take prices • So what are you waiting for?
A streetcar? See your local Oldsmobile Quality Dealer now!

LUCEY’S BICYCLE SHOP. Service,
parts, new, used. 2021 S. Higgins,
3-3331.
2-tfc
6 — M O N TA N A K A IM IN
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valuerated
USED CARS

Grizzly Golfers Win
Match Against Utah

SPECIAL FROM SALT LAKE
Montana State University golf
ers bounced back from Wednes
day’s loss to BYU to edge the Uni
versity of Utah, 14%-12%, in Salt
Lake City yesterday.
Individual results were as fol
lows: Bruce Summerhays, Utah,
defeated Don Waller, 3-0; Jim
Roberts, MSU, defeated Tom Mor
gan, 2 % -% ; George Marcure,
MSU, defeated Dan Mageras, 3-0;
Gary Kopravica, MSU, and Steve
Thane, tied, lVfe-1%; Harland

Peschel, MSU, and Gary Summerhays, tied, 1% -1 % ; John Clay,
Utah, defeated Jim Wallinder,
2 % -% .
In doubles play, which as at
BYU yesterday was under best ball
rules, results were: Waller and
Roberts, MSU, defeated Bruce
Summerhays and Morgan, 3-0; Ma
geras and Thane, Utah, defeated
Marcure and Kopravica, 2-1;
Peschel and Wallinder, MSU, tied
with Clay and Gary Summerhays,
IV z-W z.

Jumbo Burger . .
Corn Dogs . . . .
Chicken Dinner . .
Fish Dinner . . .

25c
20c
75c
75c

THE JUMBO BURGER
1201 W. Broadway

Treat Your
Automobile
to a
Spring Tune-Up
SURFING ON THE OVAL—Three MSU freshmen lean into a turn
while trying the new sport of sidewalk surfing. They are from left
to right Carol White, Nic Kolence and Pam Phillips.
— Kaim in Photo by Todd Brandoff

at

Chuck’s Texaco
2000 So. Higgins

Forty Grizzly Athletes Earn
Letter Awards in Four Sports
Awarding o f letters for winter
quarter sports competition has
been recommended for 40 MSU
varsity and freshman athletes, ac
cording to a memo released by the
University Athletic Department.
Varsity basketball letters will go
to Wade Hughes, Gary Meggelin,
Gary Peck, Michael Persha, John
Quist, William Rice, Ed Samelton,
Thomas Schilke, Glenn Smith, Wil
liam Sullivan, Gene Williams and
Dave Littlefield, manager.
Receiving letters in freshman
basketball are David Carpenter,
Norman Clark, Nate Coakley,
Gregory Hanson, Lee Levknecht,
Tim Phaler, Terry Robinson, James
Searles, John Van Heuvlen, Gor
don Zillges and Les Cope, manager.
Varsity skiers Charles Dalich,
Pierre Loiselle, Gary Nelson and
Peter Schweizer will receive let
ters.
Wayne Clendinen, David Ensign,
Dennis Hofflander, Ed Maguire and

Lee McDonald earned letters for
varsity swimming.
Varsity wrestlers William G ilboe, Dean Hermes, Dennis Lucey,
Roderick Lung, James Neumeyer,
Robert Palmer, Richard Southern
and Richard Treat have also been
recommended to receive letter
awards.
Only one award per year is al
lowed. Gilboe and Lung have al
ready gotten awards for freshman
football, as have Hanson and
Searles.
COSMAN GETS FIRST ACE
Ray Cosman, junior business ad
ministration m ajor from Billings,
shot the first hole in one of the
season at the University Golf
Course Wednesday afternoon.
Cosman hit the 135-yard drive
with a six iron on the par-three
second hole o f the nine-hole course.
Playing the match with Cosman
at the time he scored his ace were
Jerry O’Neal and Dick Noyes.

OPEN
SUN. - THURS.
8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
FRI. & SAT.
8 a.m. to Midnight
GROCERIES & BEVERAGES
Fish Bait
Tackle

OLSON’S
GROCERY
2105 S. Higgins

CELESTE $250
ALSO TO S1800

THE DIAMOND RING
YO U CAN BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

K e e p sa k e
D

I A

M

O

N

D

R I N G S

See the brilliance and beauty of a Keepsake diamond • • •
trust our years of experience to help you select your Keepsake
• • • guaranteed by the Keepsake Certificate your assurance
of a perfect diamond (or replacement assured).

BOB W A R D

&

SONS
543-7913

321 North Higgins Ave.

GRAND OPENING
o f the “new” Save-On Drugstore

SPRINGTIME

FR ID AY AND SATURDAY

at the HALL TREE
Save-On Knew That

Seersucker is a
Traditional Spring

Every Drugstore Should

Favorite, especially
in a Multicolor

Have A Coffee Counter

Stripe. Tailored
by Cricketeer.

-A n d So T h ey Built One

Soft, Natural
Shoulder
Construction. In
Cool Wash and
Wear.

Meet your friends for a cup of coffee and then

\

pick up some of these Grand Opening

65% Dacron,
35% Cotton.
ABOUT $35.

the
hall tree

S P E C I A L S :
X

$19.95 Ronson Hair D r y e r .............................

$9.95

X

$2.00 Nutri-tonic Hom e P e r m a n e n t ........................-

89c

X

$9.98 Travel A la r m - b y - W e s t c l o x ........................-

$7.49

X

98c Combi Beauty C o m b ............................................... 49c

X

60c Shontex Castile S h a m p o o .........................................29c

plus tax

$AVE-0N DRUG
“ MISSOULA'S LARGEST DOWNTOWN DRUGSTORE”
Corner Higgins & Main
Phone: 543-3888
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Early Bird Checks Out OK
In Initial TV Quality Tests
WASHINGTON (A P ) — The
Early Bird satellite, already a
proven handler o f television sig
nals, looped the earth yesterday in
readiness fo r a maneuver to push
it toward its permanent roost in
space.
Communications Satellite Corp.
engineers planned to fire small gas
jets designed to guide the world's
first commercial communications
satellite to a point over the Atlan
tic between Brazil and South
Africa.
A small kick-motor then w ill be

fired today over South America to
direct the satellite into a circular
orbit 22,300 miles high.
There its speed w ill match the
earth’s rotation, making it appear
stationary in the sky.
Engineers gave the satellite a
test Wednesday and received tele
vision patterns o f excellent duality.
Signals were sent to the space
craft for several minutes from a
ground station at Andover, Maine.
The test originally was scheduled
after the satellite reached its perm
anent orbit.

Starfire Jets Sent to S. Viet Nam
WASHINGTON (A P )—The Air
Force is reported sending FI04
Starfighter jets into the Viet Nam
area as an answer to the use there
of Communist MIG jets. »
A t the Pentagon, officials deTen years ago— Edward Corsi
was dismissed as expediter of im
migration in a dispute over his
administration of the McCarranWalter Act.

dined to discuss the report, appar
ently in line with the policy of
making no formal announcements
regarding the deployment of mili
tary units until they have ar
rived at destination.
Four MIGs swooped down on
A ir Force FI05 jets Sunday and
downed two of the American
planes while they were attacking
North Viet Nam targets. The MIGs
were early models o f that series.

The Great Seal of the United
States is placed on over 3,000 doc
uments annually.

FO X TH EATRE
NOW

SHOW ING!
THEFIRST ANNUAL

Student Union Film

TAMI SHOW

Presents Cantinflas
as

Pepe

SUMMER

HOLIDAY

perfecting skills
needs practice
PERFECTING
PERSONAL FINANCES
NEEDS A

Co-Starring

Dan D ailey
Shirley Jones
35 Guest Stars
7:30 p.m.— University Theater
Admission 25c

See It Sunday!

love has
many faces

sn
u
ith
orld
w

COMING - WED.
A pril 14th

UNDERWATER

Walt Disney’s

Sontliside Bank

“M ary Popping”

93 STRIP

CO LO R

Phone-549-7085

PERSONAL CHECKING AC C O U N T

Pay all bills perfectly — like a
p rofessional — and save time*
save money, save missing a bill
or paying one twice with low-cost
ThriftiChecks.

With the Coming of Spring, We’re Now Open

TINY TEE
A Great Place For A Coke Date

* Miniature G olf
•

A ll New Felt Greens

•

New Hazards

* Bicycle Rentals
W ATCH FOR:
★

Big Spring Tourney

•

New Tandem s-W e Now Have Six

•

New Single Bikes

* Trampolines
•

★

Spring Leagues

O ff 93 South of H oliday V illage
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A ll New

Many Other Comforts For Your
Recreation Pleasure

Should 18-Year-Olds Vote?

Requirements Necessary for Vote Explored
By HOWARD SCHWARTZ
In our society today, 21 is a
magic number. In 46 o f our 50
states at present, 21 is the legal
age for voting. The exceptions are
Georgia and Kentucky at age 18,
Alaska at 19 and Hawaii at 20.
There are many theories as to
the actual origin o f what made
people accept 21 and not 22 or 20
or some other age as an acceptable
sign o f manhood. Scholars do to
day, however, single out the me
dieval custom o f permitting the
youths of the time to finally farm
their own land as serfs upon at
taining the age o f 21.
The movement to lower the vot
ing age throughout the United
States grew after the start o f the
Second World War. Boys below the
voting age were drafted, fought
and died for their country and
many people even then asked why,
if an individual is old enough to
die for his country, is he not old
enough to vote?
In 1954, President Dwight Eisen
hower in his State o f the Union
address said, “For years our citiens between the ages o f 18 and 21,
have, in time o f peril, been sum
moned to fight fo r America. They
should participate in the political
process that produces this fateful
summons.”
Dirksen On Voting
Senator Everett Dirksen o f Illi
nois has said, “ It would appear to
me that since young men and
women at 18 are already called
upon to bear the nation’s burdens,
they should be permitted to share
in its benefits and have a voice in

the shaping o f national policies
under which they must live and
assume duties and responsibili
ties.”
Today, there are more young
married couples than ever before
in the United States. Marrying at
18, 19 and 20, these Americans,
although paying taxes to the gov
ernment are not represented by
the right to vote. Thus, it would
seem that taxation without repre
sentation still exists in mid
twentieth century America.
President Eisenhower wanted a
lower voting age for two specific
reasons:
1) To balance the continual ex 
pansion o f the electorate in the
older age groups, caused by the
increased number of aging persons
in our ever-growing population.
2) To further the interest o f to
day’s youth in public affairs by
granting them the right of active
participation.
Professor’s Comment
Prof. Melvin Wren, chairman
o f the Montana State University
History Department, has this to
say about the problem of lower
ing the voting age or not:
“ As far as I’m concerned, there’s
no sense in fixing any age for vot
ing. There are 16-year olds today
who can qualify as voters just as
there are some people in their 60’s
who are able to vote, but are so
senile that their vote means vir
tually nothing.”
Mr. Wren would like to place
an educational qualification, rather
than any age restriction, on voting,
because “ God knows how many

stupid voters there are beyond age
21 today.” Mr. Wren suggests
something along the order of proof
of a high school education or
equivalent, as well as a compul
sory course in government for
every college student.
Young Voters Lack Identity
Chairman o f the MSU Political
Science department at MSU. Prof.
Thomas Payne expressed his be
lief that “ there is no logic at all
in the concept o f ’old enough to
vote ,old enough to fight’.” In
fact,” Mr. Payne pointed out, “ the
highest incidence among non
voters in recent presidential elec
tions has been clearly among the
21-30 age group. The younger
voters today lack a real sense of
identity, especially when it comes
to the subject of politics and g o v 
ernment.”
Mr. Payne believes that most
young people today are much too
concerned with solving their own
problems. “They usually don’t be
long to the organizations that have
some definite political goal, nor are
they involved in some business at
such a young age which wQuld
make them focus their attention
on some government related prob
lem.” Mr. Payne adds that if “ they
don’t have this interest or moti
vation between the ages of 21 and

tendency to vote. What the next
step might be may well rest with
today’s generation who will ap
praise themselves tomorrow and
decide what is best for the gener
ation o f the future.

30, they won’t have it from 18-21.”
Political gain more than any
thing else causes the under-21 vote
to become an issue in a state today
says Mr. Payne.
Age 18 in Georgia
“ In the 1940’s Ellis A m ell ran
as gubernatorial candidate for the
state of Georgia, and as a voting
gimmick in a sense, promised the
lowering of the voting age. A m ell
was elected and Georgia’s youth
have voted at age 18 ever since.”
Today’s youth are perhaps bet
ter prepared educationally than
the youth of past decades, and it
has been proven that it is true
that with the increase in educa
tional level, there is more o f a

The Pentagon is the world’s
largest office building. It is situ
ated on the Virginia side o f the
Potomac River, and covers 34
acres, including a 5-acre center
court.
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Mixed Marriages Mean Problems
By ROBERT W. FITCH
I am a Catholic. I have entered
the Sacrament o f Matrimony with
a Protestant girl. My chances for
success in marriage are one in five,
but I am not alone. I stand in line
. with others who have chosen a
partner with whom there will
never be complete unity, that com
plete unity brought together only
by a common faith.
Marriage is a business union, a
contract, a life-tim e partnership,
but above all, a chance. A chance
that your marriage will not end
as a divorce statistic. In an analysis
done by a Methodist minister, it
was shown that in 24,184 families,
the divorce and separation rate is
three times higher in mixed Prot
estant-Catholic marriages than in
marriages where both parties were
of the same faith.
Not very good odds fo r a suc
cessful marriage, are they? Then
what are the reasons for the high
rate of failure in mixed marriages?
There are many.
Catholics
First, we might start here in
Missoula, on the MSU campus,
where last year St. Anthony’s
Church alone solemnized 26 mixed
marriages and only 23 Catholic
marriages. The percentage o f
Catholic students on this campus
is about one-fifth o f the total en
rollment or some 1,100 Catholics.
Catholic clergy are not the only
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ones concerned about this matter.
A Lutheran minister, Pastor Jones,
o f Missoula, says: “ I believe that
when one partner in a mixed mar
riage is stronger in faith than the
other, the weaker should seriously
consider adopting the faith of his
or her partner.” He thinks his
views differ strongly from his Lu
theran colleagues but nevertheless
holds fast to his convictions.
Commenting on children in a
mixed marriage, the pastor said
that in a marriage in which both
parents have strong faith, the
child either loses religious identity
or the child may become hostile
toward one o f the parents.
A child’s lack o f religious faith
cannot be blamed solely on the
parents, the church, or the child.
Of the 22,000,000 youths in Amer
ica today, 70 per cent of these will
have made up their minds for or
against ,a religion by the time they
are 25 years o f age.
Pastor Jones said youth are
slowly dissolving the chain that
separates different faiths. They
question a faith only to what it is,
not what it stands for. Therefore
a mixed marriage has seemingly
conquered its greatest barrier—re
ligion.
The Catholic viewpoint was ex
pressed by Father Hogan, curate
at St. Anthony’s: ‘‘Like all faiths,
w e do not favor mixed marriages,
but we have to go along with them.
Mixing a marriage causes a loss of
unity in the one thing that should
be strongest in marriage— your re
ligion. Statistics stack up against
its success, and encircle a marriage
with constant conflicts and suffer
ing for both husband and wife,
and even loss of any religion for
your children.”
Like all non-Catholics, m y wife
must be instructed to acquaint
her with my faith. Pre-Cana Con
ferences are offered once a year
through most Catholic parishes in
an effort to direct a mixed mar
riage on a straighter course.
Though some eight conferences are
offered, only six are required, and
sometimes not that many, depend
ing on the person and the situation.
The non-Catholic is also re
quired to sign papers saying his
or her child will be baptised or
brought up in the Catholic faith.
This understanding exists as some
what o f a “ Gentleman’s Agree
ment” and is left to the will of
the Catholic parent that his or her
children have his faith.
Children
Children are considered the final
link in completing the chain of
marriage, yet sometimes the child
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of a mixed marriage either finds
himself torn between two religions
or exposed to none, since one part
ner has become lazy and uncon
cerned about his religion.
One student interviewed said
that not only has his mixed mar
riage lost unity spiritually, but
politically. Since his w ife is an
atheist, he is the sole source of
religious faith in the home. He
feels that having children will only
bring greater conflicts, and since
his children w ill not know religion
in the home, he plans to send them
to a Catholic school.
Twenty-five years ago a nonCatholic was not allowed to be
married in the Catholic Church.
Today, it is somewhat different,
but the church stipulates that a
non-Catholic, during the marriage
ceremony, will not pass beyond
the communion rail of the church.
Though marriage is permitted in
the church, no Mass nor nuptial
blessings are granted.
Not only do children pose prob
lems but so do the means by which
they are created.
Birth control, in a Catholic part
ner, is limited to rhythm, heat
changes in the body and a new
pill developed b y a Catholic doc
tor still unnamed, and still off the
market.
Catholics of mixed marriages,
who were interviewed, were re
luctant to discuss this subject,
either because they felt it was no
one’s business or because they had
a guilt feeling stemming from
non-compliance with strict Church
discipline.
How does the non-Catholic cope
with this problem when he or she
is outside the church’s rules. This
poses another problem and those
who could answer it would not.
The Catholic Church brands
artificial contraception as gravely
sinful; it disrupts the order of
creation and violates the Law of
God. To inflict this and all the
other doctrines of the church on
a non-Catholic is a direct cut into
an already open wound.
Birth control, as the church sees
it, is no panacea to the “ population
explosion.” For it disregards the
psychological, economic and social
factors involved.
Much Interest
W hy is so much interest cen
tered around Catholicism and
mixed marriage? Probably because
Catholicism dominates the relig
ious world by its strict and fre
quently criticized laws. Any young
man considering marriage with a
person of different religion must
recognize that not only does he
marry a woman, but he inherits
her family also, a family which
may contribute either happiness or
misery. This applies to the spouse’s
family, too.
Families are usually hostile to
mixed marriages. One case clearly
illustrates this feeling. The subject
entered marriage with a nonCatholic girl and encountered no
family interference until the girl
was asked to sign papers agreeing
to the laws of baptism and relig
ious upbringing of the children. At
this point her family fought the
issue and after a year of marriage

and divorce among families of
mixed marriages.
With one out o f 1four or five
marriages reaching the courts
these days, the 100 per cent higher
separation rate in mixed marriages
is not an unimportant considera
tion. The book also stated that
polls indicated that 75 per cent
of the Protestants asked were op
posed to mixed marriages while
only 54 per cent of the Catholics
asked registered objection.
Like all statistics considerable
leeway is given to both sides.
Nevertheless, it doesn’t take a
mastermind to see the much
greater odds against success in a
mixed marriage.
“How can I be sure that my mar
riage will be an exception rather
than the rule? How can I, like so
many other people entering a
mixed marriage situation, cross
this bridge with such a thin line
of support?
The answers are not for me to
give now or in three, seven or
even ten years. True', I will know
a lot more in regard to the success
o f m y marriage then, but the final
answer may come only within a
lifetime.
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are still hesitant to accept such a
restriction.
This and other examples make
it evident that mixed marriages
are subjected to an extra strain.
Financial, political, and social dif
ferences rank second to basic d if
ferences in religious faith and
practices.
To help draw some sort of a con
clusion from .a ll this, we turn to
statistics. A study conducted by
the American Council on Educa
tion, and a book entitled “ Youth
Tell the Story,” by Dr. Howard M.
Bell, show that where both par
ents were Protestants (using this
word in its customary broad
sense) 6.8 per cent of the couples
were separated. (This and all other
figures would have been higher
were not childless marriages ex
cluded.)
Where both parents were Roman
Catholic, 6.4 per cent, o f the par
ents were separated. However, in
the case o f mixed marriages, 15.2
per cent ended in divorce or sepa
ration. Those marriages with no
religion at all represented the
highest figure, or 16.7. per cent.
In short, there was two and onefourth times as much saparation
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Population Explosion Squeeze On
By NANCY ENGELBACH
Even Montana State University
is feeling the squeeze.
That phenomenon called the
population explosion has left its
mark here even as it has had
disasterous effects in the under
developed countries o f the world.
The big squeeze is on.
But a look at statistics would
indicate that most people don't
consider overpopulation to be a
pressing world problem. After all,
w e humans are only increasing by
2 per cent each year.
In relation to past population
percentiles, this is high. Business
and Society magazine reports that
between 1850 and 1900, the w orld’s
rate of growth was a mere 7/10ths
o f one per cent yearly.
This increased slightly between
1900 and 1950 with a 9 / 10th o f
one per cent yearly increase. The
next six years showed a sharp rise
o f 1.6 per cent and today the num
b er has climbed to 2 per cent a
year.
Bombs or Humans
The question is, to what heights
w ill the numbers soar in the fu 
ture? Will the world go out with
a bang or a whimper? Will popu
lations be eliminated b y bombs or
will they just slowly be suffocated
"by the pressing needs o f humans?
Dennis H. Wrong, writing for
Commentary magazine, points out
that the greatest hinderances today
l o curbing the population explo
sion are myth, emotions and lack
•of education.
The author says the population
trend “ is related to such emotion
laden matters as the role o f women
and the position o f the family in
society, to sexual practices and
moral doctrine, and to compara
tive size of national, religious and
racial groups.”
The myths that are accepted in
the Western world, according to
Wrong, are responsible for reduc-
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ing the awareness of the outcome
o f ah overpopulated world.
For instance, many in the better
developed countries think the pop
ulation problem is only a problem
to the underdeveloped non-W estern countries. This is an erroneous
assumption, he says. “ Several
other western countries have
maintained rates of population
growth since World War II equal
to or excelling those of many un
derdeveloped areas,” he contends.
The rate o f growth in the United
States has kept pace with that in
India and has surpassed Japan's,
he reports.
Crowded Classes
Take note that this University
has grown from an enrollment of
3,760 to 5,389 between 1960 and
1964. Classrooms are crowded;
dorms are filled beyond capacity
by somehow wedging three beds
into rooms built for two; the cafe
teria “ wait” line constantly grows
longer and more tedious; o ffcampus apartments are scarce.
The second myth that Wrong
repudiates is the belief that the
population explosion is the direct
result o f a rise in the world’s birth
rate in the countries of rapid
growth. This is not the case. He
point out that although the United
States had a baby boom after
World War II, the underdeveloped
countries had a “ rather sharp drop
in the death rate.”
Herein lies the key phrase to
the sudden rise in population num
bers: death control.
Because o f scientific and tech
nological advances, the infant m or
tality rate has dropped drastically.
Only one baby dies today where
tw o died yesterday. People no
longer pray that Junior will sur
vive the first five years of his life.
They pray that he will have
enough sense to buy old-age in
surance.

power in world politics w ill be
changed by sheer numbers is u n 
founded.
He continues that the high pop
ulations in the underdeveloped
countries hinder their “ military
and industrial potentials.”
Because the great masses of peo
ple in underdeveloped countries
will slow down or halt any indus
trial progress in these countries,
there is even a chance that “ po
litical wars” w ill be started to
exterminate the unwanted mil
lions.
Drastic Surgery
“A continuation of the pressures
of rapid growth is bound to
heighten the appeal of totalitarian
techniques as a form of drastic
demographic surgery,” Wrong said,
“ for totalitarianism is essentially a
method of disposing o f sound prob
lems by eliminating whatever and
whoever makes them.” He suggests
that China may be practicing a
mild form of population reduction
today by holding back death con
trol measures.
The big question is, how can
the problem be solved?
Sir Julian Huxley, an esteemed
English scientist, suggests two so
lutions. The first he calls “death
decontrol.” This would mean a
“ reversion to nature’s crude meth
ods o f balancing birth and death
through famine, disease and kill
ing,” he explains. This would mean

stuffing much o f man’s hardsought m e d i c a l and hygienic
knowledge into the musty attic.
This would also mean a higher
infant and adult mortality rate.
It can be safely assumed that

Mr,

the world would soundly veto this
idea. The alternative poised by
Huxley is birth-control.
And Huxley is not the only per
son proposing this solution nor is
(Continued on page 12)
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Death Control
An example of effective death
control and the resulting chaos is
the island o f Ceylon. Ceylon’s pop
ulation increase remained at a low
rate for years because o f the killer,
malaria. In 1947 the island was
sprayed with insecticides— a sim
ple operation which radically
changed the birth rate in one year.
. The death rate on the island
dropped as much in that year as
it did over a full 50-year period
in the West when the West was
going through the modernization
transition. The West had the ad
vantage o f 50 long years to adjust
to the problems o f rising popula
tions. Technology, science and in
dustry were able to develop in that
time.
Ceylon experienced the drastic
rise in population in one year and
now has a birth rate increase o f
3 per cent yearly. The country
cannot feed its people; it cannot
clothe them, keep them employed
or satisfy their needs. Now Junior
w on’t die o f malaria, but he might
starve to death.
The example of Ceylon is not
unique. Many Asian countries—
especially India— have experienced
the same sharp drop in the death
rate without being able to com
pensate economically for the sud
den population spurt.
A third myth that frightens
many in the Western w orld is the
idea that population is directly
connected with political power.
But, Wrong says, the fear that the
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Birth Control M ay Be Best Answer
(Continued from page 11)
it an original idea o f the twentieth
century. The ancient Greeks, Ro
mans and Egyptians experimented
with crude birth-control methods.
Professor Harrison Brown o f the
California Institute o f Technology
tells o f several contraceptive
methods used b y ancient civiliza
tions in an article in Business and
Society magazine.
For example, he says the condom
“ was apparently invented” b y the
Romans; Egyptians practiced birthcontrol with the use o f a pessary
made out o f crocodile dung; and
the Greeks had an unwritten law
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that no more than two children
(and only one girl) should be born
to each couple.
This law must have caused some
tragic times for the parents. The
professor explains that after “ a
certain number of days following
the birth o f the child, the father
was supposed to make the decision
as to whether the child would be
kept or not.” A negative decision
meant the child “ would be exposed
and would die.”
The twentieth century need not
stoop to such drastic measures. We
have the pill. We also have other
mechanical contraceptives, sterili
zation, abortion and abstention.
Gloomy Future
Authors Huxley and Wrong pre
dict a gloom y future for the
world's people if the population
explosion is allowed to rage un
checked. Huxley is especially ver
bose on this point.
He says the greatest squeeze
asserted b y the world’s 3.2 billion
population today is on the natural
resources — and those resources
constitute a long list.
The misuse of the natural re
sources in the United States is a
common topic of conversation in
Montana today. Missoulians talk
o f air pollution; farmers and
ranchers talk o f soil and range
conservation; fishermen talk of
stream pollution. In response, Ra
chel Carson wrote “ Silent Spring,”
Secretary o f the Interior Stewart
L. Udall wrote “ The Quiet Crisis”
and President Johnson signed the
Wilderness Bill. But despite the
alarm, not enough is being done
to prevent the inevitable popula
tion “ run-over” into the wilder
ness areas. Not enough is being
done to slow down the 2 per cent
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increase in population in the
United States alone.
Julian Huxley says that “ at any
thing like the present rate of in
crease, the U. S. will become an
almost intolerable habitat within
a century-” This prediction is sub
stantiated by a prediction made
by an MSU geography professor.
He predicted that by the year 2000,
tourists will not be allowed free
access to state and national parks.
Passes may be issued to a family
every five years, he said, allow
ing them to visit a specific park
during a specified period o f time.
And this five years would some
day be extended to ten, he added.
Shades of the brave new world?
Food is another problem. A c
cording to Huxley, “ about tw othirds of the world’s present popu
lation are undernourished, hungry
or malnourished.” A 1963 News
week magazine report claims that
10,000 people die each day from
starvation.
Solution Not Easy
Wrong contends the belief that
technology and science w ill some
day feed the entire world, despite
its population, is a delusion. Hux
ley agrees saying that “ merely to
make up for the self-multiplying
two-billion backlog o f undernour
ished human beings, a large in
crease w ill be necessary.”
And for those who continue to
believe that science and technol
ogy can provide food for the world,
there is the problem o f space:
where to go but up? And can man
lead a healthy mental life sand
wiched in with five or ten million
other humans in a high-rising city
such as New York?
Huxley points out that recent bi
ological experiments “ have shown
that overcrowding in animals pro
duces acute stress syndromes. . . .
and there can be no reasonable
doubt that much contemporary
physical illness, neurosis, frustra
tion and delinquency, springs from
the same basic fact of overcrowd
ing in a restrictive environment.”
Population is putting the squeeze
on education, jobs, man’s psycho
logical stability, politics, natural
resources, man’s freedom. Huxley
concludes that “ in general . . . the
quantitative pressure of popula
tion, combined with that of massproduction, is exerting pressure
on the quality and diversity of
existence.”
Now that the tale of despair has
been spun, a look at what has
already been done to alleviate the
problem is necessary.
Abortion Legalized
Wrong claims that in the West
ern world some form of birthcontrol is used by most couples.
This has had drastic results in
Japan. Abortion was legalized in
the country in 1948 and from that
year to 1957, the country experi
enced a 50 per cent decline in the
birth rate. Since 1955 the number
o f abortions has decreased with
out the expected rise in the birth
rate.
This suggests, according to
Wrong, “ that Japanese couples are
learning to substitute other'm eth
ods of birth control.” This also
suggests that there is a rising
awareness o f the overpopulation
problem. But have we been alerted
in time?
Huxley sees some hope of en
lightenment among Western coun
tries. In the last 50 years, he says,
some of the old taboos and the
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population explosion and its prob
lems. To create this new culture,
man must finally ask himself,
“ What are people for?”
Huxley says “the only answer
that seems valid in the contempo
rary world is fulfillment in the
widest sense — greater personal
fulfillment for more individual
human beings, and more f u lfillin g
achievements by more human so
cieties.” But until man learns to
live with nature, he will continue
to frustrate both himself and the
balance of nature.
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True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond en
gagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece o f
design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
o f the center diamond... a perfect gem of flaw
less clarity, fine color and meticulous modem cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake Jeweler’s store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
“ Jewelers.” Prices from $100
to $2500. Rings enlarged to
show beauty of detail.^Trade
mark registered.
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“ ignorance and prejudice” about
methods of birth control, have
been worn away. People are more
aware and are more willing to
discuss the problem. Research is
finding more and better contra
ceptive devices and couples are
more willing to use them.
Huxley also sees a gradual
change in the Roman Catholic
Churches’ attitude towards birth
control. Ironically, a Catholic doc
tor, John Rock, aided in the dis
covery o f the pill, and Catholic
ecclesiastical dignitaries and lay
men alike are openly discussing
and disputing the question. And
many young Catholic couples,
Huxley says, are not waiting for
the decision o f the Church, but
are now using artificial contra
ceptives.
Birth Control Taboo
Another hopeful sign is the
United Nation’s gradual willing
ness to “ admit the existence of
population as a problem,” Huxley
says. Because many member coun
tries of the organization had taboos.
or prejudices against birth control,
the subject was not discussed by
the group until recently. Before
December, 1962, birth control was
not considered to be part of the
United Nation’s foreign aid pro
gram to underdeveloped countries.
Huxley suggests a long term
plan that would mean devising “ a
new kind o f cultural, social and
economic system” to overcome the

Open 6 a.m. to 12:30 ajn.
1136 W. Broadway

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How T o Plan
Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page
full color folder, both for only 254. Also, send
special offer of beautiful 44-poge Bride's Book.

